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Perl in a Nutshell is a comprehensive reference guide to the Perl programming language. This book covers all the core features of the language. It ranges widely through the Perl programmer's universe, gathering together in convenient form a wealth of information about Perl itself and its application to CGI scripts, network programming, database interaction, and graphical user interfaces. It also gives detailed coverage about using Perl within a Win32 environment. 
 
This book assembles more information about the language in one place than any other reference work. Here are just some of the topics covered in the book: 

	Basic language reference



    	Introduction to using Perl modules 




    	Perl and CGI: CGI basics, CGI.pm, mod_perl 




    	DBI, the database-independent API for Perl 




    	Sockets programming in Perl 




    	LWP, the library for World Wide Web programming in Perl 




    	The Net::* modules 



As part of the successful "in a Nutshell" series of books from O'Reilly & Associates, Perl in a Nutshell is for readers who want a single  reference for all their needs.
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Bayesian Argumentation: The practical side of probability (Synthese Library)Springer, 2012

	Relevant to, and drawing from, a range of disciplines, the chapters in this collection show the diversity, and applicability, of research in Bayesian argumentation. Together, they form a challenge to philosophers versed in both the use and criticism of Bayesian models who have largely overlooked their potential in argumentation. Selected from...
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Cult of Analytics: Driving online marketing strategies using web analytics (Emarketing Essentials)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2009
Back in the 1990s one of the common questions asked of online professionals was, ‘ what were you doing before the Internet? ’ The answers were many and varied and helped understand the drift of the ensuing conversation. Today, the most common answer is, ‘ I was in school ’ , delivered with a quizzical look as if wondering...
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Powerful PowerPoint for Educators: Using Visual Basic for Applications to Make PowerPoint InteractiveLibraries Unlimited, 2004
With clear, concise, step-by-step instructions on how to create presentations, users can create multiple-choice tests that not only give feedback, but also keep score....This is a powerful tool for educators to have in their repertoire....This book will encourage PowerPoint users to push their skills beyond the status quo.     
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eXist: A NoSQL Document Database and Application PlatformO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Get a head start with eXist, the open source NoSQL database and application development platform built entirely around XML technologies. With this hands-on guide, you’ll learn eXist from the ground up, from using this feature-rich database to work with millions of documents to building complex web applications that take...
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Advanced Crime Scene PhotographyCRC Press, 2010

	Advanced Crime Scene Photography developed over time and out of my
	experiences as a crime scene investigator with a large metropolitan police
	department. Like any major city, violent crime is prevalent, offering numerous
	opportunities to utilize the different skills and techniques learned and
	evolved through numerous schools, scene...
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Electrical Energy Efficiency: Technologies and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The improvement of electrical energy efficiency is fast becomingone of the most essential areas of sustainability development,backed by political initiatives to control and reduce energydemand.


	Now a major topic in industry and the electrical engineeringresearch community, engineers have started to focus on analysis,diagnosis and...
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